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Many enterprises use digital travel solutions to
streamline travel booking. Some companies also
use expense management software to help
employees simplify the process of submitting
expenses and accelerating repayment. However,
to create exceptional employee experiences while
controlling spend, enterprises must find ways to
integrate their travel and expense (T&E)
management approaches into a single, cohesive
strategy.
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Unified Travel and Expense Management
IMPROVING THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
Digital transformation is changing the software landscape and encouraging
enterprises to fundamentally rethink their technology choices. For companies
that want to more effectively manage travel and expenses, new digital T&E
tools can help you streamline and simplify processes such as travel booking,
expense capture and auditing, analysis, and spend management.
Creating a better experience for employees who must travel and submit
expenses is good for business. According to one recent report, companies
that focus on the employee experience can realize 17% higher productivity,
21% higher profitability, and 24% lower turnover.1
But creating an experience that delivers bottom-line impact takes more than
free coffee and extra perks. It takes commitment and collaboration from
leaders across the company – like finance and IT.
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You must evaluate every process and tool that affect your employees and
design them for your employees.

“The best T&E
systems are those
that understand at the
most fundamental level,
travel and expense is
about moving data
quickly, securely, and
effiently from one party
to the next.”2

T&E management is a process that includes many systems and partners. To
create an optimal experience for business travelers and travel administrators,
to make spend data available to finance, and to reduce the administrative
burden on IT, you need an integrated T&E solution that shares data quickly
among all relevant parties.

1. “State of the Global Workplace,” Gallup Inc., 2019.
2. “IDC MarketScape: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled Enterprise Travel and Expense
Management Applications 2019 Vendor Assessment,” IDC, 2019.
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When employees can use an intuitive T&E solution that automates and
integrates travel and expense processes, it creates an engaging experience
that makes workers happier. Employees who can use simple apps to manage
every trip and expense report often reward their employers with higher productivity. Because they are happy to use the solution, policy compliance rises.
Budget owners benefit when a T&E solution has booking, itinerary, and
spend data all in one place. The finance team and budget managers across
the company can use role-based dashboards and spend alerts to manage
spending before it happens.
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IDENTIFYING KEY DIGITAL TOOLS
Modern T&E solutions include a variety of digital tools that help employees,
managers, and finance team members handle travel arrangements, submit
and approve expenses, and monitor and manage overall spend. By automating
and integrating expense and travel processes, these solutions can also help
you bring risks under control by reducing costly mistakes, auditing expenses
efficiently, and putting payment controls in place to improve compliance.

3. “ IDC MarketScape: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled Travel and Expense Management
Applications 2018 Vendor Assessment,” IDC, 2018.

To create exceptional
employee experiences,
enterprises must find
ways to integrate their
travel and expense
(T&E) management
approaches into a
single, cohesive
strategy.
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According to a recent IDC MarketScape report, today’s T&E applications are
helping drive digital transformation.3 The following digital tools are critical to
this effort.
• Workflow automation: These tools automate different aspects of expense
reporting. The solutions can automatically capture essential information
from sources of spend such as e-mail, credit card accounts, or photos of
receipts. They can even prepopulate fields in the expense report so the
employee doesn’t have to type in that data. For booking options, the applications can make recommendations that consider company policies and
employee personal preferences. The solutions also allow managers to create
rules that automatically execute processes such as expense approvals or
audits, which can help reduce fraud.
• Advanced analytics: By converting expense report data into actionable
information, tools that include analytics can help companies better understand and control spending. More sophisticated tools give organizations
the ability to identify common spending patterns. With this knowledge,
they can adjust T&E policies to reflect reality.
• Conversational user interfaces: Newer digital tools include machine learning
alrogithms and natural language processing, which can be used to create
conversational user interfaces. These human-like interfaces make it easier
and faster for employees to book travel and create or approve expense
reports.
• APIs: To interact with multiple external applications, today’s digital tools
include powerful APIs that allow T&E solutions to connect directly to a
multitude of different systems. Because they can create a more connected
and seamless workflow with systems such as external booking tools, credit
cards, travel apps, and internal systems such as ERP, financial, and human
capital management solutions allow information to flow quickly and easily.

According to one
recent report,
companies that focus
on the employee
experience can
realize 17% higher
productivity, 21%
higher profitability,
and 24% lower
turnover.
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Critical Functionality for Your T&E Solution
SELECTING THE FEATURES THAT MATTER TO YOUR BUSINESS
To more effectively manage company travel and expenses, you need a solution that is comprehensive and powerful
enough to address a wide variety of issues, such as poor spend visibility, inefficient process, unclear policies, and
more. According to IDC, “T&E management is a coordinated dance between dozens of systems and partner entities
— all working together to deliver a seamless experience for the business traveler and the travel administrator alike.”4
When choosing T&E solutions for your business, the IDC report advises decision-makers to look for offerings that
provide the following functionality.
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Ecosystem support: Choose solutions that enable
integration with other related corporate systems –
such as ERP, accounts payable, human capital
management, and customer relationship management.
Software that supports multiple languages, delivers
consistent processes worldwide, and adapts to the
unique cultural and regulatory requirements in each
market will help keep data and processes flowing
automatically between systems. Solutions should
also provide access to a broad partner ecosystem so
you can include related enterprise applications in your
suite of T&E solutions. APIs with prebuilt integrations
can help accelerate data flow between systems.
Data security: To protect against data security
threats, T&E solutions must include the latest security
protocols and fraud pattern-detection capabilities. The
right tools will help you prevent both internal and
external data threats.

Intelligence and automation: Employees want to use
their mobile phones to handle tasks such as travel
booking, itinerary management, and approvals. Leading
solutions embed sophisticated intelligent technologies
– including artificial intelligence, robotic process
automation, and machine learning – into their T&E
applications, helping companies take advantage of
mobile technology and deliver a better employee
experience.
Advanced payment methods: Expense management
solutions that integrate payments with expense reports
can shrink the time needed for the formerly complex,
manual processes of submitting and reimbursing
expenses. Some solutions are also beginning to add
mobile payment technologies to their functionality.

4. “IDC MarketScape: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled Enterprise Travel and Expense
Management Applications 2019 Vendor Assessment,” IDC, 2019.
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Support for global transactions: Enterprises that
do business in multiple countries need software that
can handle multicountry, multicurrency issues from
around the world. T&E solutions should be able to
handle multiple languages as well as regulatory and
tax issues. Not all products offer these features now,
but they should be on the vendor’s product road map.
Analytics: Solutions that support advanced analytic
and reporting features help finance gain visibility into
employee travel and spending patterns. Extensive
analytic features can also help you improve overall
travel management.
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Risk management: Enterprises are increasingly
interested in software features that can help travel
managers and HR leaders assess and manage travel
risk. To meet your duty of care for workers that travel
for business, you need access to real-time employee
location data integrated with itinerary data and security
alert information.

Mobility: People who are traveling don’t want to wait
to record expenses until they return to the office. They
want to access travel booking tools in the moment,
using their mobile device. Digital tools offer icon-based
mobile apps that provide consumer app-type functionality, including photo capabilities, messaging, and
alerts. Organizations can also notify users when their
choices are outside of company policy, providing a
detailed explanation on how users can book within
T&E boundaries.
Support for innovation: Look beyond traditional
legacy T&E management solutions. Consider offerings
that make use of current technologies, such as the
cloud, mobile, and artificial intelligence (AI) and those
that provide API integrations between cloud services.

Ease of use: When handling T&E tasks, employees
and managers prefer an intuitive experience – one
that requires only the essential clicks and keystrokes.
Modern T&E solutions offer clean interfaces with
sophisticated functionality – such as drop-down lists,
tabs, and cookies – comparable to the simplicity
found in consumer travel-booking software.
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Top 10 Questions to Ask Your
Technology Vendor
CHOOSING THE RIGHT SOLUTION PROVIDER
A key part of choosing the right expense automation solution provider is
asking the right questions and getting answers that will help you evaluate
what’s best for your organization. Be sure to keep this list with you as you
talk with solution providers.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

How do you capture receipts and turn them into expense items? (Make
sure the vendor uses more than just optical character recognition, such
as human validation or AI and machine learning.)
How long will it take to implement the solution and get users fully
onboarded?
What other systems do you integrate with so I can get my travel and
expense data into my ERP or financial system?
Do you have a mobile app that allows users to submit, review, and
approve travel requests and expense reports on the go?
Can your solution capture data from travel transactions booked outside
the corporate booking tool or travel management company?
Does your solution integrate with third-party apps that help to track
spend or value-add tax (VAT)?
Will I have control over – and access to – my expense reports at all
times?
How will you simplify reporting? What types of dashboards and prebuilt
reports come with the solution?
How can your solution help us reduce fraud and ensure compliance with
corporate policy?
If I’m confused and have a question about the product, how do I get help?

Choose solutions that
enable integration
with other related
corporate systems –
such as ERP, accounts
payable, human capital
management, and
customer relationship
management.
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The Value of Intelligent Automation
CREATING HAPPIER EMPLOYEES AND INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY
SAP® Concur® solutions help organizations integrate and automate travel and expense processes and capture
employee spend in one place. That way, you can access unified spend data, control costs, and deliver a better user
experience.
Enhanced Spend Visibility and Control
Better understand employee spend by using SAP Concur solutions, which bring
data together in one place. Automate processes and connect spend data to give you
better visibility, which helps you control costs, plan more effectively, and drive compliance across your organization. The solutions offer insight into real-time spend data,
enabling you to make informed decisions at the click of a button and taking the
guesswork out of planning, forecasting, and budgeting.
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Reduced Fraud and Improved Compliance
Protect your employees and business with SAP Concur solutions. Intelligent and predictive processes help you gain control, mitigate risk, and drive efficiencies. Automation,
centralized data, and audit services help you improve visibility into travel bookings
and employee spend. Better ease of use boosts productivity for both employees and
finance teams. And built-in custom policies can help reduce noncompliance.

US$672,000
savings on business travel5

62%

more employees following
company T&E policy6

5., 6. “Empower Organizations to Digitally Transform Their Expense, Travel, and Invoicing Processes,” IDC, 2018.
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Increased Support for Growth
Business expansion tends to result in growing pains. SAP Concur solutions help
you capture and envision spend data so you can stay ahead of tax, regulatory, and
compliance requirements in every market. You can also manage policies across geopolitical borders and create consistent processes for booking travel, managing invoices,
and auditing expenses. Our automated, connected solutions help you track employee
spending and gain near-real-time insights so you can make more informed decisions.

24x7
support

Better Employee Engagement and Higher Productivity
A simple, engaging employee experience is good for business. With intelligent tools
such as SAP Concur solutions, employees can better focus on work and accomplish
more each day. The solutions help you optimize routine tasks such as expense tracking,
invoice processing, and travel booking – creating happier employees. Finance receives
more accurate data and is better able to manage spend, which delivers positive
bottom-line value.

60%

Greater Focus on Employee Safety
Monitor employee locations and meet your duty of care with SAP Concur solutions.
Consolidated employee travel and HR information puts important facts in one place,
at your fingertips.

Quickly locate employees
and business travelers
anywhere in the world in
case of emergency – in
hours, not days.9

from knowledgeable global
experts to answer any
questions you may have
about SAP Concur
solutions

less time to complete
an expense report7

78%

less time to book a
business trip8

7., 8. “Empower Organizations to Digitally Transform Their Expense, Travel, and Invoicing Processes,” IDC, 2018.
9. Based on testimonials from customers of SAP Concur solutions.
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“SAP Concur customers are realizing significant
value by freeing up employees who file and
process expense reports, business travel,
invoicing, and accounts payable worth an average
of $1.96 million per organization, resulting in a
three-year ROI of 650%.”10

10. “Empower Organizations to Digitally Transform Their Expense, Travel, and Invoicing Processes,” IDC, 2018.
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Additional Resources
To learn more about SAP Concur solutions, visit us online
or contact your SAP Concur account manager.

www.concur.com
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